What is the Authentic USA VALUES, LLC and
its Related Properties on the Internet?
Link to: We are not alone. http://www.usa-positive-expectations.com/support-files/notalone.pdf
Link to: Fortune 1000 blog record. http://www.usa-positiveexpectations.com/Thomas_Wolfgram_Blogs.html and http://chardevelactivity.blogspot.com/
Tweet: Listening for why we cannot stop wasting money before doing what is first things first.
Tweet: Wasting money Pre-k means you are wasting kids brain development for the next 80
years.
Tweet: The influencers (businesses and effective citizens) have the power to effect the stop and
restart with USA VALUES, LLC.
Tweet: Is there a problem solver list that does not start with the largest businesses and most
effective citizens?
Tweet: USA VALUES, LLC fits right in to each locations status quo, one size fits one.
Tweet: The public focus is on the kids being wasted, not the money. The truth is they cannot
be separated.
1. New Money before kindergarten for the most at risk is a constraint in the public sector.
2. The child’s sensitive preventing waste brain development before kindergarten is a
constraint.
3. Courage, commitment and attitude make them the same constraint.
Tweet: We want local communities to use New Money created by school district venture
collateral.
1. Because it is easier and has less government effort and distraction.
2. It has higher personal and systems expectations for at risk child education gap reduction
and removal.
3. Expect improvement leading to higher expectations of school proficiency and permanent
improvement.
4. Theory of Constraints and six sigma is easily aligned inside the local venture.

What is your targeted connection to Parent Aware and
Pre-k Scholarships? How do you compliment
QRIS and Prek-Grade3 innovations in the nation?

1. 100% of the kids, not 70% of the kids
2. 100% ready, not whatever comes out of a certified organization
3. High quality means really reading the Bob Book 2 Pre-k, limited extra instruction delivery
beyond counting and understanding positive direction, not whatever outcome results
from a better facility and more offsite training of care providers.
4. Join them to find them via a simple mentoring type request into the culture. The local
leader working with the culture leader to find the right mentors for projected success.
Best see it as a paid mentor who can teach English literacy - seeking children as clients
from the culture leader. Not working for a center or a resident child care offering
promoted without references to outcomes dragged into regulation by numbers and
facility.
5. Don’t lose the most at risk once they are found or show up by using the district.
Demonstrate positive respect beyond reason when first asked. Help, not judgment,
because of the huge ROI at risk. Driving participation with repeated emotional
intelligence limits to the message aided by a flyer, not limited to voluntary enrollment or
financial means.
6. New Money based on needed capacity, not limited by politics.
7. Building grit very early because grit / networks / positive expectation to exiting poverty
via education is the point. Not routine and happy with individual status quo or a system
of 70/70/49.
8. Venture Collateral is a real contract of new money to demonstrate improvement that
goes with courage, commitment and attitude, not a program of contribution and distant
executive direction and interest. Our design has the local veteran executive of USA
VALUES, LLC. positioned like Harris Rosen without the checkbook.
http://www.tangeloparkprogram.com/about/tangelo-park-program/

Early Reading Skills Delivered – Ringing Advantage
USA VALUES, LLC will use the private sector sustainability with the public sector to deliver
100% of the children in 3/5th of St. Paul ready to ready, count and understand positive direction
(ERSD-RA) exactly to the reasonably aligned kindergarten teacher requirement of the St. Paul
Public Schools. High quality is meeting the requirement. Socratically the funding of early
education cannot ignore school district requirements. 100% will give St. Paul an economic,
education, emotion and ethic that no other major city in the USA has.
USA VALUES inserts commitment into local communities that operate a positive
expectation B to C messaging business (last mile to household advertising) with or without the

initial stakeholder blessing in a defined economic location. On line startup and social media are
cost effective initial options, but in print advertising is required to reach the most at risk.
USA VALUES is designed to innovatively align and project the overwhelming power to
create positive expectations once the community and school district see they are not
threatened. The silo of early care and education providers already in place will be expanded. A
business base of guaranteed school funding makes this positioning easier because of the
unique concept/contract of School District Credit Demanding Skills.
The most basic result is all at risk mothers within an economic area will know the
readiness issue and will know how to help their child be ready. USA VALUES appears
intrusive but is designed to be tough love to 100% of the school district stakeholders including
the most at risk. Monthly in print and social (twitter and web) to and from 100% of the resident
and business locations will engage the reluctant in a personal economic, education, emotion
and ethic solution for their child.
USA VALUES is not alone. Chester E. Finn Jr. is the President of the Thomas B. Fordham
Institute Advancing Education Excellence and wrote. -Reroute the Preschool Juggernaut,
http://www.hoover.org/publications/books/8138. In our words, he suggests impacting with
enough intrusion to create opportunity for those most at risk. He suggests the nation’s
appropriate patchwork system “is working” excepting for the most at risk. 1929

Private Sector Business Guarantee of Public Good made Economic
USA VALUES, LLC is a unique private sector solution to preventing failure in the uncertain
21st century required government and non-profit early education innovation for our most at risk.
A guarantee is implied with the individual contract. Grant might be startup equity or debt to be
paid back from profitable growth. A positive expectation (really possible) would be no gap
at kindergarten. The end in mind of 100% delivery of early reading skills to kindergarten
provides sustainable economic focus. Every CEO, President, Executive and Educator within all
organizations will understand how our future is impacted by the individual Present Value of
Positive Expectations from Pre-K (PVofPE-Prek). We can have guaranteed 100% delivery of
early reading skills to kindergarten (ERSD-RA) when it is defined and sustained in the
grassroots as First Things First (FTFRTFT). 791

Exacting Focus on First Things First Growth is Unique
Sustained education proficiency is based on commitment and intrusion to make equal
opportunity, literacy is freedom, individualism, and first things first Socratic thinking the early
economic engine FOR ALL. The recent presentations by many State Pre-k Stakeholders has
us talking about ROI from Pre-k by attending to the at risk before age 5. Deliver exacting
requirements for the K-12 improvement journey to change everything.
Again USA VALUES is not alone. Eric A. Hanushek, Hover Institute (Stanford) senior fellow in
education has written chapter16 - Education Quality and Economic Growth in The 4%
Solution – Unleashing the Economic Growth America Needs - George W. Bush Institute. In
that chapter one can clearly place, at the bottom of page 231, the concepts of ERSD-RA,

PVofPE-Prek and FTFRTFT into the start and heart of his accelerated projection of the USA
GDP Growth Rate. 791

New Sustaining Monetization for Investment in at Risk Children
The economic focus creates NEW MONEY for these concepts of USA VALUES on a
national and local basis. Promotion, advertising, and economic growth is sustained in the local
economy. New money is leveraged to the most at risk by large business.
The PVofPE-Prek (Invest in the child and then risk reduction). This is grassroots promotable –
The Street Lawyer by John Grisham, on pages 406 and 425 of the paperback. Read the end
of the story from page 370. The value of the positive expectation is more than a calculation
when public perception fingers start pointing at what was done and not done by the strongest for
the weakest.
FTFRTFT (Education and business innovate to apply these concepts to create the above). Six
Sigma, Quality is Free, and TOC Continuous Improvement Constraint Management are change
sciences for the 21st century government and non-profit sectors. 781

Lets discuss
Christian Church Leadership
Community Leadership
ECFE, or the likes, Leadership
School District Leadership
Business Leadership
Governor Leadership
USE TRADE SHOW EXPOSURE TO EDUCATE and get orders






Venture collateral partners
Large business stories
Small business stories (advertising)
Local business opportunities (advertising)
Twitter and backlink exposure and opportunity (advertising)

